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? Early predictions of molecular conductance:

� McConnell, J.Chem.Phys. 1961:
Intramolecular charge transfer in aromatic free rad-
icals

� Aviram, Ratner, Chem.Phys.Lett 1974:
Molecular Rectifiers (one way current flow)

The next small thing..
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moltronic introduction 5

? Consider semi-conductors based Field Effect Transistors:

.. Is then electronically bridged

A Gating field is introduced
in a perpendicular geometry
to affect conductance
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Nanoelectronics to Moltronics

moltronic introduction 5

? Consider semi-conductors based Field Effect Transistors:

A molecular conductor can be used to
bridge SMALLER gaps: Order of 2-10 nm length
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Most Fundamental Modeling challenges:

1. Electron Flow (open system).

2. Electronic Coupling to bulk.

Scattering based GF description and the improved NEGF
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Simulating Molecular Resistance

Modeling Fundamentals 7

∗ Source/drain bulks connected by molecular channel.
∗ Third terminal may shift the channel energy levels.
∗ Source/Drain equilibrated/coupled with the channel
→ in/out electron flow.
∗ Molecular levels broadened -interaction with metal bulk

∗ The Fermi energy-distibution. # electrons / level:
shifted by the chemical potential µ:

f(E − µ) = 1/(1 + exp(E − eµ)/kBT )),

(f = 1 for E << µ and
f = 0 for E >> µ).

∗ Current may flow only for
charge carrier with energy ε:

f1(ε) 6= f2(ε)
(due to the bias)
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? Source/Drain potential connected via molecular channel.
? ..limit of non interacting electrons (elastic transport):

I(V ) = eh
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? Conductance- integrated QM electronic transmittance
around Fermi level: fl(E)
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? Source/Drain potential connected via molecular channel.
? ..limit of non interacting electrons (elastic transport):

I(V ) = eh
∫
T (E)[fl(E, µl)− fr(E, µr)]dE

? Conductance- integrated QM electronic transmittance
around Fermi level: fl(E)

� fl(E, µ) = 1/(1 + exp[(E− eµ)/kBT])
Shifted Fermi distributions (applied voltage).

� .. to define Integration weights
(at zero temp: integration exactly at difference of
chemical potentials)

� T(E,V) QM transmittance (related to system’s GF):



Landauer formula—Basic Scheme

Modeling Fundamentals 8

? Source/Drain potential connected via molecular channel.
? ..limit of non interacting electrons (elastic transport):

I(V ) = eh
∫
T (E)[fl(E, µl)− fr(E, µr)]dE

? Conductance- integrated QM electronic transmittance
around Fermi level: fl(E)
� fl(E, µ) = 1/(1+exp[(E−eµ)/kBT ]) integration weights.
� T(E,V) QM transmittance (system’s GF):

∗ Tab(E) = tr[GR
c ΓlGA

c Γr]

∗ The scattering region Green function:
Gc(E, V ) = (EI −Hc(V )− (Σl + Σr))−1.

∗ Lead’s SE (coupling to scattering region):

Σl = HclGlHlc and Γ = i[Σ−Σ†]
∗ (Datta, Ratner, Stockbro, Seminario..).

� Electronic structure by QCHEM at DFT/B3LYP.
� NEGF- self consistent relaxation of the density.



Outline
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? Introduction

? Calculating transient conductance

? Modeling Conductance switching of molecular systems
(steady state)
1. Co-terpyridine complex based molecular device.
2. Metal ion recognition by peptide binding (model ex-

periment).

3. Gating field and orientation effects.
Other systems in our electronics lab include:

4. Molecular switches or spintronics (ligated porphyrin)
5. Chemical sensors/ tunnel junctions.
6. Angle study - SAM orientation.
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Major challenges:

1. Electron Flow (open system).

2. Electronic Coupling to bulk.

⇐= ⇐= ⇐= (standard)

Steady State NEGF.

Additional challenges:

3. Coupling to other degrees (vibrations)

4. Complex dynamics: transient conductance, TD per-

turbations (AC, laser fields)



Time Dependent conductance
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� Device switching rate: efficiency and functionality.

� Device switching functionality: AC voltage bias in-
duced switching.

� Time resolved conductance and observed noise

� Current under AC or laser fields:

� Photo/AC driven: Coloumb blockade, Kondo ef-
fects and negative conductance

� It is a fun challenge.
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? Implement e.o.m. within NEGF approach.

? Time-correlation propagators defined by the Kadanoff-
Baym e.o.ms (alternative formulation of freq-domain TDDFT)

? Special Propagation scheme involving semi-transformed
2-time variable functions.

? Mixed time-frequency representation:

1. Efficient representation of bulk SEs (freq. domain).

2. Transient effects of device density response-TD DC.
Or: Electronic excited states coupling (freq. domain)-
2D spec.

3. Complex perturbations: Beyond steady state potential
bias step (AC, laser fields).

4. Expandable to higher orders (many body formulation).

? Reconsider the problem/system (with a new set of tools):
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? quantum statistical mechanics:

−→
Coupling to baths/continuum

Level Broadening
=⇒=⇒

Finite life time

Memory loss

? Solve for the GF: HG = δ, where:

G =



· · · · · ·
· · · HLL HL′L

HLL′ HLL HCL
HLC HCC HRC

HCR HRR HRR′

HR′R HRR · · ·
· · · · · ·



−1



=⇒ Potential bias
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? Bulk-Quantum statistical mechanics:
? Add a potential bias effect

=⇒=⇒
Scattering states w.
finite life time

Quantum dephasing

? Solve for the GF: H(V (t))G = δ, where:

G =



· · · · · ·
· · · HLL − µl HL′L

HLL′ HLL − µl HCL
HLC HCC HRC

HCR HRR − µr HRR′

HR′R HRR − µr · · ·
· · · · · ·



−1



=⇒ Potential bias
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? Bulk-Quantum statistical mechanics:
? Add a potential bias effect

=⇒=⇒
Scattering states w.
finite life time

Quantum dephasing

? Solve for the GF: H(V (t))G = δ, where:

G =



· · · · · ·
· · · HLL − µl HL′L

HLL′ HLL − µl HCL
HLC HCC HRC

HCR HRR − µr HRR′

HR′R HRR − µr · · ·
· · · · · ·



−1

? → Solving the K-B e.o.ms. (Keldysh contour) →
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� The Grand Canonical ensemble: ĤG← Ĥ − µN̂ .

� Thermal equilibrium: ρ◦ = exp[−β(Ĥ−µN̂)],→ Tr{ρ̂◦Ô}.

� Time evolvement of operator’s expectation value
(Heisenberg representation):

O(t) = 〈ÔH(t)〉 ≡ Tr{ρ̂◦Û(t◦, t)ÔÛ(t, t◦)},

� Time evolution operator: |Ψ(t)〉 = Û(t, t′)|Ψ(t′)〉
� The Keldysh time Contour:

� O(t) = Tr{exp[βµN̂ ]Û(−iβ,0)Û(0,t)ÔÛ(t,0)}
Tr{exp[βµN̂ ]Û(−iβ,0)} .

G(x, x′) ≡ −iT r[ρ̂◦T̂C[Ψ̂H(x)Ψ̂†H(x′)]].
GFs defined on the contour
6 types - depending on the t, t′
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• Starting point: Kadanoff-Baym electronic equations of motion

• Defined by two time-variables Keldysh contour time ordered

Green’s functions (correlation functions).

Imaginary axis: Static thermal equilibration effects:

• Consider e.o.m (number density G<) under h(t) = h0 + v(t):
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• How to evolve a system under an applied TD field?

• Starting point: Kadanoff-Baym electronic equations of motion

• Defined by two time-variables Keldysh contour time ordered

Green’s functions (correlation functions).

• Consider e.o.m under h(t) = h0 + v(t):
•

∂

∂t̄
G<(t̄,∆t) = i

[
G<(t̄,∆t)h(t̄−

∆t

2
)− h(t̄ +

∆t

2
)G<(t̄,∆t)

]
,

where t̄ ≡ t1+t2
2 and ∆t ≡ t1 − t2.

• Initial condition (must): correctly equilibrated GFM with β ≡
1/KBT and chemical potential µ.

• What about bulk effects?!
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• How to evolve a system under an applied TD field?

• Starting point: Kadanoff-Baym electronic equations of motion

• Defined by two time-variables Keldysh contour time ordered

Green’s functions (correlation functions).

• Consider e.o.m under h(t) = h0 + v(t):
•

∂

∂t̄
G<(t̄,∆t) = i

[
G<(t̄,∆t)h(t̄−

∆t

2
)− h(t̄ +

∆t

2
)G<(t̄,∆t)

]
,

where t̄ ≡ t1+t2
2 and ∆t ≡ t1 − t2.

• Initial condition (must): correctly equilibrated GFM with β ≡
1/KBT and chemical potential µ.

• Coupling to bulk electrode requires large models to avoid edge

effects (in real time and space treatments).

• Alternative: use of frequency-domain SE expressions.
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How to model bulk effects? In-
cluding TD aspects!
Dissipation effects in open systems (G-C ensemble):

1. Electrode (coupling to baths) induced quantum dephasing (Fi-

nite lifetime).

2. Damping through e-e induced thermal effects

3. Interactions with phonons and photons
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How to model bulk effects? In-
cluding TD aspects!
Dissipation effects in open systems (G-C ensemble):

1. Electrode (coupling to baths) induced quantum dephasing (Fi-

nite lifetime).

2. Damping through e-e induced thermal effects

3. Interactions with phonons and photons

SEs can accurately represent bulk effects with

cluster models

Consider the two-time correlation propagator..
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• Transform ∆t to frequency domain using generalized FT:

F[f(∆t)] ≡
∫ ∞
−∞

d(∆t)
[
ei(ω̄+iη)∆tΘ(∆t) + ei(ω̄−iη)∆tΘ(−∆t)

]
f(∆t)

≡ f1(ω̄) + f2(ω̄) ≡ f(ω̄).
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• Transform ∆t to frequency domain using generalized FT:

F[f(∆t)] ≡
∫ ∞
−∞

d(∆t)
[
ei(ω̄+iη)∆tΘ(∆t) + ei(ω̄−iη)∆tΘ(−∆t)

]
f(∆t)

≡ f1(ω̄) + f2(ω̄) ≡ f(ω̄).

• =⇒ extended electronic eigenstates, SEs describe electrodes
and complex TD perturbations.•

G<(t̄, ω̄) = G<(t0, ω̄) + i
∫ t̄

t0
dt̄′eiH̃(t̄′−t̄)

∫
dω′[

G<(t̄′, ω̄ + ω′)v(t̄′, ω′)− v(t̄′, ω′)G<(t̄′, ω̄ − ω′)
]
eiH̃(t̄−t̄′).

• where, H̃ = H0 + Σ+Σ+

2 + iΓ2

• and Γ - finite lifetime due to bulk coupling.

• −→ G< ≈ exp(−Γ|t1 − t2|)
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Several implementation notes

? Linear response expression at the mixed representation:
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G<(t0, ω̄ + ω′)v(t̄′, ω′)− v(t̄′, ω′)G<(t0, ω̄ − ω′)
]
eih0(t̄−t̄′),
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Several implementation notes

? Linear response expression at the mixed representation:

G<(t̄, ω̄) = G<(t0, ω̄) + i
∫ t̄

t0
dt̄′eih0(t̄′−t̄)

∫
dω′[

G<(t0, ω̄ + ω′)v(t̄′, ω′)− v(t̄′, ω′)G<(t0, ω̄ − ω′)
]
eih0(t̄−t̄′),

? Higher orders for high bias and/or 2 photon excitation
processes

? Pure-Frequency space expression: easier numerical grid-
ing and higher computational efficiency by analytical com-
plex plane algebra analysis.

? We note next on bulk modeling aspects.
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? Proper thermal equilibration must be used for i.g:

GM → G<
0+

needed to obtain DC response (Fermi matrix).

? At s.s: G<
1 (t0, ω̄) = −GR(t0, ω̄)f(h0 − µ).

?

GR(t0, ω̄) =


gR

L (ω̄)−1 h̄LC 0
h̄CL h̄CC h̄CR

0 h̄RC gR
R(ω̄)−1


−1

,

? Several schemes to calculate the SEs: cluster-embedding
and explicit SE terms.

? The bulk subspace allow to represent TD voltage biasing
aspects.
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• transinet and s.s conductance of different SAMS.

Photoconductivity of functionalized PbSe nanocrystal arrays:

(Murphy et al, jpcb, 2006, 110, 25455)

• Higher short time-term peaks −→ Lower s.s conductance.

• Isolate the coupling responsible for these trends:

coupling of hopping sites vs device-bulk.
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Model channel - Perfect and doped wire model

• Model Hamiltonian involving energy-aligned hopping sites

Model Hamiltonian of
an infinite wire
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Model channel - Perfect and doped wire model

• Model Hamiltonian involving energy-aligned hopping sites

• Simulate transient effects of simple conducting wires under TD

voltage bias.

• Access to model effects of varying the energy and overlap cou-

pling terms.

Model Hamiltonian of
an infinite wire
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Voltage Pulse Shape Effect
1. A quick turn (green) vs. adiabatic switching

2. Pulse length (Red and black/black)
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Voltage Pulse Shape Effect
1. A quick turn (green) vs. adiabatic switching

2. Pulse length (Red and black/black)

Consider pulse duration (Note the Wigner form of the current den-
sity):

Wigner current distribution
〈O(t1)〉 = Tr

[
limt̄→t1

[−i
2π

∫∞
−∞ dω̄OG<(t̄, ω̄)

]]
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Voltage Pulse Shape Effect
1. A quick turn (green) vs. adiabatic switching

2. Pulse length (Red and black/black)

Consider pulse duration (Note the Wigner form of the current den-
sity):

Wigner current distribution
〈O(t1)〉 = Tr

[
limt̄→t1

[−i
2π

∫∞
−∞ dω̄OG<(t̄, ω̄)

]]
• DC response ← well initiated and equilibrated GF (Matsubara)
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• TD features of the perturbation → AC response strength.
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• TD features of the perturbation → AC response strength.

Wigner current distribution
Increasing the turn off rate

• upon steep switching:

1. Strong AC component (ringing) at the SAME en-

ergy

2. Transient Negative response upon steep switching.
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• TD features of the perturbation → AC response strength.

Wigner current distribution
Increasing the turn off rate

• upon steep switching:

1. Strong AC component (ringing) at the SAME en-

ergy

2. Transient Negative response upon steep switching.

• Relating the electronic structure to the AC.
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• Different energies and shifts that lead to the DC/AC.

• Depends on the electronic structure:

TD current
energy density

Varying the electronic coupling strength



The origin of the AC component
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• Quantum inteference:

Propagating states (including surface regions) and

bulk effected propagated ground state.

• Bulk effected ground state shifted by Interference of

propagating states.

• Stronger AC response at the same shift upon a faster

change.



Overlap dependence
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Consider overlap coupling dependence at slow switching:

• The DC response increases with off-diagonal overlaps.

• Negative transient current for smaller overlaps.

• We also study the effect of varying the electronic coupling.
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Consider electronic coupling dependence at slow switching:

• Decreasing electronic coupling (less mixing) −→ DC increase.
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Consider electronic coupling dependence at slow switching:

• Decreasing electronic coupling (less mixing) −→ DC increase.

• Increasing electronic coupling (more mixing) −→ Time is stretched

(the same perturbation is more adiabatic).

• Negative transient current for smaller couplings



Conclusions and Future directions
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� Propagating electronic densities under effect of frequency-
domain bulk SEs .

� Representing TD perturbations.

� Evaluating the transient conductance.

� AC and DC response components.

? Relations of energy and overlap coupling to applied field
and energy state alignment

? Additional Models of the bulk GF, SEs

? Alternative steady state description (non SC strong cou-
pling expression)

? Higher terms (e-e interactions) and full frequency expan-
sions
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? Molecular scale gaps fabricated by lithography.

? Instead of ex-situ wire synthesis...

? .. 2-steps sequence of molecular dressed electrodes:
� Pair of molecular layered metallic electrodes (mono-

thiolated terpyridine) across the gap..

� .. bridged by coordination chemistry (Co(II)-acetate).

? Tang et al, ang. chem., 2007, 46, 3892.

? Current is enabled only with the bridging molecule:



terpyridine based molecular device
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? Molecular sockets: Molecular-Wire Formation within
Nanoscale gaps.

? Tang et at, ang. chem., 2007, 46, 3892.

? Current is enabled only with the bridging molecule present:
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? Fabricated gap estimated ∼30 nm.

? Mono-Co bis complex is ∼25nm long and rigid.

? Ex-situ synthesis does not result with conductance.

? In-situ addition of Co-acetate =⇒ conductance.

? =⇒ consequence on transmission?
? Models
1. Consider first: Single CoII bridged complex
2. Next: Double-CoII acetate bridge complex
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1. Single CoII bridged complex:

2. Double-CoII acetate bridge complex
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1. Single CoII bridged complex: perpendicular alignment of the
two π systems

2. Double-CoII acetate bridge complex Confinement induced π

stacking interactions

Compare effect of:

d,a Gap size

Consider for di-CoII:

x,y, Chemical Identity
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a(Å) b(Å) c(Å) d(Å)

Mono-Co No Pt 21.70
25.7* 2.16 2.03 21.55
27.0 3.24 2.30 21.51
29.0 5.29 2.19 21.60

Di-Co2+ No Pt 23.82
27.0 2.13 2.07 22.80
29.8* 2.41 2.49 24.90
31.0 2.43 2.55 26.05
32.0 3.00 3.18 25.86
33.0 4.21 4.32 24.56

? Note- Optimal distances.

? Rigidity of the mono-CoII and

? Ability to bridge a wider range of gap distances.
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2. di Co(II) acetate bridge complex.

Conductance Transmission Orbitals
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1. Single Co(II) bridged complex.

2. di Co(II) acetate bridge complex.

? Transmission enhanced by di-Co(II) acetate bridge.

Conductance Transmission Orbitals
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1. Single Co(II) bridged complex.

2. di Co(II) acetate bridge complex.

? Conductance enabled by di-Co(II) acetate bridge.
? A bridge with π stacking → conductance.

Conductance Transmission Orbitals



Co-acetate enabled transmission
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Concluding comments:
? An experimental observation of Co(II) enabled conduc-

tance is computationally associated with a di-Co(II) ac-
etate bridged system.

? The acetate based bridge is structurally more flexible
and can accommodate a larger range of distances than
an alternative based on a single Co(II) bridged system.

? The bridge involves a π stacking interaction which pro-
vides efficient electronic coupling of the two terpyridine
π planes.
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? Motivation: Detection of trace levels of metal ions
? Example: Cu(II) binding to host peptide molecule wired

between two electrodes.
? Xiao, Xu and Tao; Ang. Chem. Int. Ed.; 2004, 43;

6148-6152 “Changes in the conductance of Single Pep-
tide molecules upon Metal-Ion Binding”

Peptide No of Metal Cond.
sites ion ratio

Cysteamine-Cys 2 Cu2+ 1
Cysteami-Gly-Cys 3 Cu2+ 2.2

Ni2+ 1.5
Cys-Gly-Cys 4 Cu2+ 4.3
Cysteamine-Gly.. 4 Cu2+ 320
.. Gly-Cys Ni2+ 120

? Strong conductance response for RIGHT long peptide.
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? Motivation: Detection of trace levels of metal ions
? Example: Cu(II) binding to host peptide molecule wired

between two electrodes.
? Xiao, Xu and Tao; Ang. Chem. Int. Ed.; 2004, 43;

6148-6152.

? Strong response of the conductance for the RIGHT long
enough peptide.

Cu/Ni Peptide complex:

? (Selectivity) Cu(II) strong affinity to N donors and is a
promoter for deprotonation a amide nitrogen upon com-
plexation.

? Cu(II) and Ni(II) are both known to form square planar
4N complex planes.
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? Deprotonation and complexation leads to:

1. Charge redistribution (small in bear peptides, can’t
explain the length dependence)

2. New electronic levels along the transport path due to
the metal ion - resonant tunneling through the metal
chelate bonds

3. Structural relaxation (must explain the length depen-
dence)



What underlies this strong response?
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? Suggested mechanisms:
? Deprotonation and complexation leads to:

1. Charge redistribution (small in bear peptides, can’t
explain the length dependence)

2. New electronic levels along the transport path due to
the metal ion - resonant tunneling through the metal
chelate bonds

3. Structural relaxation (must explain the length depen-
dence)

? Next we suggest the details of these factors:
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? Transmission calculations using DFT/B3LYP Lanl2DZ
and tip models (not shown) for the bulk



Consider peptide transmission plots
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? First consider the linear peptide (poor conductor)
? Next, complexated wired peptide (still poor conductor).

However, proper alignment achieved only upon oxidation
of the complex (CuIII-peptide).

? Transmission calculations using DFT/B3LYP Lanl2DZ
and tip models (not shown) for the bulk



Consider peptide transmission plots
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? First consider the linear peptide (poor conductor)
? Next, complexated wired peptide (still poor conductor).
? CuIII better alignment

? Finally structural flexibility of longer peptide →
carbonyl forced to ’short circuit’ the gold surface

NOTE: the confined
conjugation path!

? Transmission calculations using DFT/B3LYP Lanl2DZ
and tip models (not shown) for the bulk
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1. Linear - non Cu complexated - vanishing transmission.

2. Complexated but absent carbonyl-gold interactions - vanishing

transmission.

3. Complexated and CO-surface interaction - LUMO+1 enhanced

transmission!



Transmission plots & orbitals
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LUMO+1

LUMO

HOMO

(-4.49eV)

(-5.14eV)

(-5.25eV)

(-4.60)!!

(-4.84)

(-5.01)

1. Linear - non Cu complexated - vanishing transmission.

2. Complexated but absent carbonyl-gold interactions - vanishing

transmission.

3. Complexated and CO-surface interaction - LUMO+1 enhanced

transmission!

Next, 2 additional models to confirm identified conductance path:
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? Models to confirm identified conductance path: (based
on the conductive complexated geometry)
� I. Removal of metal ion

I.
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? Models to confirm identified conductance path: (based
on the conductive complexated geometry)
� I. Removal of metal ion
� II. Removal of sulfur groups: Shifted LUMO+1

Original conducting
orbital

No sulfur: relaxed
conducting orbital

LUMO (-4.84eV)

LUMO+1 (-4.60eV)
⇓⇓

⇓⇓
⇓⇓

I.

II.
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? Models to confirm identified conductance path: (based
on the conductive complexated geometry)
� I. Removal of metal ion vanishing transmission
� II. Removal of sulfur groups: Shifted LUMO+1

Even closer peak to FE!

LUMO (-4.84eV)

LUMO+1 (-4.60eV)
⇓⇓

⇓⇓
⇓⇓

I.

II.



Conductance path confirmation
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? Models to confirm identified conductance path: (based
on the conductive complexated geometry)
� I. Removal of metal ion vanishing transmission
� II. Removal of sulfur groups: Shifted LUMO+1

Even closer peak to FE!

LUMO (-4.84eV)

LUMO+1 (-4.60eV)
⇓⇓

⇓⇓
⇓⇓

I.

II.

? Conductance path through metal ion and carbonyl groups.

? Interesting interference due to Sulfur binding on trans-
mission trends.



Conclusions
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? Electrodes serve as an oxidizing agent to the complex to
result with a properly aligned molecular channels

? Conductance is enabled by a conjugation path including:
carbonyl-bulk direct interaction and the metal center.

? by eliminating Sulfur-Gold interactions an improved con-
ductance can be achieved.
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? Model: di-thiolate 3-ring (∼ Tour-Reed device) connect-
ing two gold electrodes

? Gating voltage effect on transmission:

? First Consider in plane Gating field.
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Gating field and MW conductance
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? Model: di-thiolate 3-ring connecting two gold chains.

? In plane gating orientation:

small to zero effect on transmission-

Tour-Reed ring Plain ring

? How about other orientations?
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Out-of-plane gating field
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? Pulling Density away from the wires (right side).

Transmission peaks are shifted to the left/up:

Tour-Reed ring Plain ring

? Other orientation effects related to switching?
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? Orientation gating dependence:

Cis Trans



Trans orientation and gating field
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? Orientation gating dependence:

Cis Trans

Trans orientation quench of gating



I(Z) curves: Cis and Trans
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Trans: Constant Conductance

Cis: On/Off gating field Switch



Field Effect and Orbital diagram
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Symmetry driven orbital shifting or splitting:

Cis- symmetric - Orbital shift

Trans- asymmetric - Orbital split
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? Fields oriented in the molecular plane are non modulating
transmission.

? Gating fields observed only for out-of-plane orientation.

? Different (cis) gating with the direction of the field.

? Gating effects are quenched in trans orientation.

? Orientation effects shown also for pure bulk plane* and
adatom conditions.

? The turn-off gate voltage and ratio is modulated by
chemically manipulating the device (survey results not
shown).

*Depends on the S-Au orientation within the plane which in anyrate

tends to relax to an adatom surface relaxed configuration.


